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SilenX IXP-64-14 Ixtrema
Pro 92mm 6-14dBA

16-42CFM Fan w/
Thermistor - Sleeved

Special Price

$12.95 was

$19.95

Product Images

Short Description

The ultimate in airflow to noise ratio, iXtrema Pro Quiet Fans are the only fans in the industry to be designed
with silence and optimal airflow in mind. Smaller, domed motor hub, larger, more dramatic fan blade sweep
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area, no other fans on the market come even close in performance!

Description

The ultimate in airflow to noise ratio, iXtrema Pro Quiet Fans are the only fans in the industry to be designed
with silence and optimal airflow in mind. Smaller, domed motor hub, larger, more dramatic fan blade sweep
area, no other fans on the market come even close in performance! There might be fans that offer more
airflow or lower noise levels, but when it comes to a balance between the two, these fans can't be beat. Now
available in a thermal controlled version, it comes with a 300mm long attached thermistor so you don't need
to fiddle around with a fan controller! Simply mount the thermistor close to a heat sensitive component and
the fan will speed up and down based on the temperature it senses.

Features

Ultimate airflow to noise ratio
Silicone fan mounts included
Thermistor included for fan speed control

 

Forward sweeping fan blade design increases static pressure compared to other silent fans and offers better airflow in areas
where ventilation is restricted.

Reduced motor size and conical shape allows for the largest blade surface area of any fan and improves aerodynamics
compared to the cylindrical dead-spot of other silent fans.

Silicone-composite fan mounts dampen motor vibration and prevents resonance or so-called "case rattle" caused when fan
vibrations reaches the chassis.

 

Specifications

sku IXP-64-14T

rated dba 6-14

dimensions 92x92x25mm

rpm 800-1600

cfm 16-42

operating voltage 12v
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current draw 0.16A

power consumption 1.92w

bearings FDB, fluid dynamic bearings

 

Additional Information

Brand SilenX

SKU IXP-64-14T-D

Weight 0.5000

Color Silver

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1600

Fan CFM 42

Fan Noise (dB) 14

Special Price $12.95


